[The Balgrist Reference Center for Mesenchymal Tumors. The significance of a clinico-pathological tumor register].
Compared to other forms of cancer, malignant mesenchymal tumors are rare: individual surgeons see few such patients and do not usually treat them personally. The radiologic and histologic problems of differential diagnosis, and the subtle distinction between benign and malignant make decision an onerous task for surgeons, orthopedists, pathologists, oncologists and radiotherapists. For this reason referral centers should enable oncologic working groups to confirm diagnoses, establish appropriate therapeutic schedules, and to help in follow-up patient care. Around 1970, a center was created at Balgrist University Orthopedic Clinic for the gathering, documentation and coordination of clinical and pathological data from patients with tumors and tumorous lesions of the skeleton and soft tissues. Subsequently, a circle of continuously collaborating specialists, including some from other institutions, formed about the register. The viability of the reference center is assured by unequivocal morphologic diagnosis; presence of the pathologist during the planning and procedure of the biopsy and other tumor-related interventions in the operating room; clinical investigations including the immediate availability of diagnostic procedures; charting all clinical data; and the clinic's follow-up of its own patients. Fully integrated in the Orthopedic Clinic and Polyclinic, the register is a major instrument in the treatment of patients at risk with tumor. Given the diversity of clinicopathological presentation, the register permits direct access to analogous situations in individual cases.